
Recommended

alternative

configuration

Present

proposed

configuration

No merges                      × FAIL

Adequate lane balance   × FAIL

Sufficient merge zones   × FAIL

No merges                           PASS

Adequate lane balance       PASS

Sufficient merge zones       PASS

¬

¬

¬

Onramp merges into an exit lane.

Motorists have to make 2 merges in

order to continue on the MaX lanes.

This design is a guaranteed accident

hazard, traffic choke point and road

rage hazard.

Backups are guaranteed at this

location.

There is no dedicated U-turn or left turn

lane.

Since there are 2 exits feeding into this

intersection, there will be long lines

forming at this intersection due to the

lack of dedicated turn lanes.

The offramp lane merges into the

frontage lanes.

Traffic may slowdown on the frontage

due to the merge and the backups may

reach the freeway, contributing to

accidents and a new freeway choke

point.

Northbound bottleneck ends.

Onramp doesn't have a dedicated lane.

This onramp is currently a bottleneck

creating traffic backups and it will

continue to do so if left the same way.

The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

There is not enough distance to

accelerate to freeway speeds, spread

out, or to lane switch in an efficient

manner. Because there is insufficient

room to accelerate, the traffic already

on the freeway will have to lose speed

in order to let cars in.

Onramps don't have their dedicated

lanes. There is an extra onramp.

Normally there would be an onramp

followed by an off ramp.

Traffic will start to back up at this

location in the near future.
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Main lanes MaX lanes Frontage lanes

Ramp access points are too close to

each other.

Insufficient distance for a double lane

switch.

Motorists that are about to enter the

freeway have an insufficient distance to

lane switch 2 lanes to the left for the

onramp. This will cause accidents and

possible road rage.

The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

There is not enough distance to

accelerate to freeway speeds, spread

out, or to lane switch in an efficient

manner. Because there is insufficient

room to accelerate, the traffic already

on the freeway will have to lose speed

in order to let cars in.

There are 2 dedicated exits close

together.

When there are 2 onramps with 2 exits

in front, there is usually a large amount

of lane weaving as motorists try to get

into the main lanes that continue past

the exits. Some motorists may confuse

the long auxiliary lane as an added main

lane, making them use it just to merge

back to the lane they were previously in.

Traffic slowdowns will most likely occur

at this location.

The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

It will contribute to road rage and

inefficient lane switching.

The auxiliary lane is misused. The

interchange entrance just exits instead

of becoming a main lane.

An imbalance occurs at this location as

there are more cars entering the

freeway than exiting the freeway. One

of the interchange entrance lanes will

have to become the 5th main lane and

that 5th main lane will have to connect

to the I-610 interchange. Just

extending the auxiliary lane is not the

solution.

Only one lane enters the freeway.

Most traffic will choose to enter the

freeway rather than the MaX lanes.

Some may accidentally enter the MaX

lanes. As a result, this will contribute to

a choke point.

The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

It will contribute to road rage and

inefficient lane switching.
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The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

There is not enough distance to

accelerate to freeway speeds or to lane

switch in an efficient manner.

The onramp doesn't have a dedicated

lane.

Onramps without dedicated lanes

contribute to traffic jams, accidents, and

road rage.

Entrance will have an auxiliary lane

connecting to the Beltway 8 exit.

The second MaX lane will temporarily

merge until the future MaX lane

extension continues northward.

Give dedicated U-turn and left turn

lanes.

It will prevent the long lines from

forming at the intersection. Yes, there is

still enough space to fit the 2 lanes in

the intersection.

Offramp should have a dedicated lane.

The offramp lane should connect to the

Fallbrook Dr intersection.

Relocate the onramp to south side of Blue

Bell Rd.

At this new location, the onramp can now

have a sufficiently long auxiliary lane as well

as its own exit to West Rd. Motorists can

now use the W Gulf Bank Rd overpass not

just to bypass the traffic light, but to enter

the freeway too. Motorists on the freeway

heading to West Rd will no longer have to

wait at the Blue Bell Rd Intersection.

Extend the auxiliary lane.

With the frontage onramp access point

removed, there will now be room to

move the offramp further north to

lengthen the auxiliary lane.

Give the north onramp an auxiliary lane.

Replace the south onramp with an offramp.

The offramp allows some traffic to exit

without having to do a U-turn at West Rd to

access Fallbrook Dr. This also eliminates the

choke point under Beltway 8.
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Onramp access point removed.

With the onramp relocated, the access

point will be no longer.

Extend the auxiliary lane.

The onramp will have to be moved

further north, also removing the really

short merge zone on the frontage lanes.

Use braided ramp design.

The ramps will have to be rearranged as

to maintain an exit for each intersection.

A solid amount of main lanes is

maintained and the lane switching is

reduced.

Use braided ramp design.

The braided ramp design eliminates the

merge zone completely. The onramp

will partially become an auxiliary lane

on the MaX lane entrance and go over

the offramp.

One lane will exit and the other lane

will become the 5th main lane.

Traffic entering the freeway will get

their own lane without having to

completely weave into the other

freeway lanes. This also prevents the

compression of traffic that currently

occurs from the imbalance.

Allow 2 lanes to enter the freeway. Move entrance 1100 feet northward.

With 2 lanes, traffic can enter with minimal interruptions. After entering

the freeway, the right lane will exit and the left lane will become the 5th

main lane which will connect to the I-610. interchange. The entrance

should also be moved 1100 feet northwards to provide a sufficient lane

switch zone for freeway traffic that is going to use the exit.

Move the onramp further north.

Because there is not enough room to fit

a sufficiently long auxiliary lane in that

area,it is best to get rid of it completely.

Traffic from Veterans Memorial Dr will

have to remain on the frontage, go

through the Little York intersection and

enter the freeway on the next onramp

south of Little York.
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Extend the auxiliary lane.

With the use of a braided ramp for the

entrance, the auxiliary lane will be

extended as the entrance will meet

further north of the overpass.

Blue Bell RdSH 249W Gulf Bank RdW Little York Rd West Rd Fallbrook Dr Beltway 8 Frontage Rd

Blue Bell RdSH 249W Gulf Bank RdW Little York Rd West Rd Fallbrook Dr Beltway 8 Frontage Rd

Main lanes MaX lanes Frontage lanes

No merges                           PASS

Adequate lane balance       PASS

Sufficient merge zones    ×FAIL

No merges                        × FAIL

Adequate lane balance       PASS

Sufficient merge zones       PASS

No merges                      × FAIL

Adequate lane balance   × FAIL

Sufficient merge zones   N/A

No merges                      × FAIL

Adequate lane balance   × FAIL

Sufficient merge zones   × FAIL

¬

¬

¬

¬
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Give the onramp an auxiliary lane.

The auxiliary lane should connect to the

next exit in order to avoid a bottleneck

in the MaX lanes.

8

≥2100'
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North

HF #8

HF #7

HF #7

HF #

<2100'
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By far one of the worst possible feature any freeway can

ever get!

In this situation motorists that enter the freeway have to make 2

merges in order to continue on the main lanes. Motorists that

were in the right lane before the entrance ramp merge also have

to do a lane switch to the left along with motorists that are

entering the freeway, resulting in a huge accident hazard.

Basic merge will always cause backups regardless during

any rush hour conditions.

With one lane lost, traffic will now have to squeeze into the

remaining lanes. This creates backups as capacity is lost during

the merge along with possible road rage and accidents.

Basic ramp bottlenecks create random traffic slowdowns at

any time of the day.

Both ramps have no dedicated lanes, creating an area in

between where traffic entering, exiting, or passing have to be

combined. The onramp merge will cause traffic backups and

possible road rage or accidents.

Misused auxiliary lanes create imbalances, interfering the

traffic flow.

There is normally a large amount of traffic entering a freeway

from a direct connector ramp but there is less traffic exiting into

the frontage road when comparing the two. If a regular auxiliary

lane is used, there will be a huge imbalance as more traffic will

enter than exit the freeway regardless the length of the auxiliary

lane. Traffic backups will occur.

Grouped ramps often create heavy lane switching

regardless of the distance in between each ramp.

When having an auxiliary lane within another auxiliary lane,

entering traffic will have to do left lane switches within the same

area. Some motorists may confuse the long auxiliary lane as a

main lane, adding to the left lane switching as it ends on the

second dedicated exit.

Insufficiently long auxiliary lanes can start causing traffic

slowdowns.

Auxiliary lanes that are less than 2100 feet long don't have the

necessary distance for entering traffic to perform the merge

efficiently. Traffic slowdowns can be sometimes begin but not

always.

Sufficiently long auxiliary lanes are by far one the most

efficient feature any freeway will get.

Auxiliary lanes that are 2100 feet or longer will have no problem

handling traffic entering or exiting the freeway. Entering raffic will

have enough distance to accelerate to freeway speeds, spread

out/separate, and to plan their merge conveniently without

obstructing traffic speeds.

North

Comments and Recommended Modifications On Present Proposed Configuration

For I-45, Segments 1 & 2

Design flaw is mentioned on the Houston Freeways website by

concern number. (www.HoustonFreeways.com)

Match line represents the limits of project segments or individual plot

documents.

Freeway center divider line.

Elevated accident hazard.

Legend

¬

×

×

×

×

×

×

The merges on the MaX lanes north of Shepherd Dr can be converted

into auxiliary lanes by adding more right of way on the east side of the

freeway. It's necessary to add them in order to prevent the future

certain traffic choke points on the MaX lanes.

Types of bottlenecks

Arrow representing a design flaw involving a level 4 bottleneck.

Arrow representing a design flaw involving forced merges.

Arrow representing the solution to a design flaw.

Arrow representing the old location of a design flaw or feature.

Arrow representing temporary negative design flaws or features that

are planned to be deleted from a future project. Usually used as a

temporary replacement to an even worse design flaw.

Arrow representing design flaw involving no forced merges.

(Not a bottleneck)

Segment border

Northbound bottleneck begins.

E Parker RdW Tidwell RdAirline DrCrosstimbers StLink RdCavalcade StPatton StCottage StN Main St

Onramp merges into an exit lane.

Freeway bottleneck begins.

 Motorists entering the freeway will

have to make 2 merges in order to

continue on the main lanes.

This design is a guaranteed accident

hazard, traffic choke point and road

rage hazard. Traffic backups is

guaranteed at this location.
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Southbound bottleneck ends.

Segment borderSegment border

Segment 2

Segment 2

Segment 2

Segment 2Segment 3

Segment 3 Segment 1

Segment 1

E Parker RdW Tidwell RdAirline DrCrosstimbers StLink RdCavalcade StPatton StCottage StN Main St

The auxiliary lane doesn't have

sufficient length.

It will contribute to road rage and

inefficient lane switching.

HF #8

10

Insufficient transition zone.

With the onramp close to the I-610 exit,

motorists wanting to continue on the

I-45 main lanes won't have enough

distance to make the necessary 3 left

lane switches. It will contribute to road

rage and heavy lane switching.

14
Onramps don't have their dedicated

auxiliary lanes.

Onramps without dedicated lanes

contribute to traffic jams, accidents, and

road rage.

17

One frontage lane is lost, regained at

the Parker Rd Intersection.

Loss of capacity guaranteed.

11

11

10

The auxiliary lane doesn't

have sufficient length.

There is not enough

distance to accelerate to

freeway speeds, spread

out, or to lane switch in an

efficient manner. Because

there is insufficient room to

accelerate, the traffic

already on the freeway will

have to lose speed in order

to let cars in.

12

There is no dedicated U-turn, left turn,

and right turn lane.

Long lines may form as there is not a

dedicated turn lane for right turn, left

turn, and U-turn.

15

The auxiliary lane has insufficient

length. Auxiliary lane directly becomes

a U-turn.

The short auxiliary lane may contribute

to inefficient lane switching. Because

the auxiliary lane becomes a U-turn,

some motorists may accidentally enter

the U-turn, resulting in a possible

backup from the yield on the other side

of freeway that may reach the

southbound main lanes.

16

Onramps don't have their dedicated

auxiliary lanes. Frontage onramp

merges, but then lane reappears.

Onramps without dedicated lanes

contribute to traffic jams, accidents, and

road rage.

18

There is no dedicated U-turn or left turn

lane.

Long lines may form as there is not a

dedicated turn lane for left turn, and

U-turn.

20

There are 2 onramp merges in a row.

Onramps without dedicated lanes contribute to

traffic jams, accidents, and road rage. In this

situation, the northbound MaX lanes will have a

huge traffic bottleneck that is going to be caused

by the two merges. If the MaX lanes are

supposed to be a faster alternative, why can't it at

least be well designed? It's unfair for paying

motorists to still be dealing with the same

problems that have caused major setbacks to the

whole Houston Freeway system.

If left ignored, this flawed feature will cause traffic

backups on the MaX lanes, most likely reaching

the I-45 main lanes and I-610 interchange.

23

There is no dedicated U-turn, left turn,

and right turn lane.

Long lines may form as there is not a

dedicated turn lane for right turn, left

turn, and U-turn.

21

I-610 Frontage Rd

I-610 Frontage Rd

HF #6

HF #6

HF #9

The MaX lanes are jammed in to the freeway median, contributing

to flaws 17, 18, and 20 as well as sacrificing shoulders.

19

HF #4

Onramps don't have their dedicated

auxiliary lanes.

Onramps without dedicated lanes

contribute to traffic jams, accidents, and

road rage.

13

The onramp doesn't have it's

dedicated auxiliary lane.

Onramps without dedicated

lanes contribute to traffic jams,

accidents, and road rage.

26

Replace with braided ramps.

Because extending the auxiliary lane is

no longer possible, it is best to get rid of

it completely with the use of braided

ramps.

10

Extend the auxiliary lane.

With the use of braided ramps, the

onramp will be further north allowing for

a longer auxiliary lane, making sure the

auxiliary lane is long enough to handle

the extra traffic coming from Veterans

Memorial Dr.

12

Give the onramp an auxiliary lane.

The auxiliary lane should connect to the

next exit in order to avoid a bottleneck

in the MaX lanes.

13

Extend the transition zone.

This can be done by moving the I-610

exit diverge point further south to

Crosstimbers St. Lane switching should

be reduced.

14

Add a dedicated left turn lane.

The U-turn will no longer be

overwhelmed from accidental use and

traffic from the freeway may no longer

have to lane switch to make a left turn

at the intersection.

16

Give all onramps a dedicated auxiliary lane. Add a braided ramp

south of Main St.

Traffic bottlenecks will be prevented with the entrances having

an auxiliary lane. To reduce lane switching south of Main St, the

exit should go under the entrance ramp so that traffic entering

won't have to deal with exiting traffic as well as preventing a

level 1 bottleneck. The braided ramp can fit if the MaX lanes are

raised above the freeway median with the main lanes moved to

the median under the elevated MaX lanes.

17

Give all onramps a dedicated auxiliary

lane.

With the MaX lanes raised above the

freeway median, room should be

available to fit the auxiliary lane on the

main lanes and keep 2 frontage lanes.

The MaX lanes auxiliary lane can now

fit above the freeway lanes.

18

Add dedicated turn lanes.

This will prevent long lines at the

intersection.

21

Maintain 3 consistent frontage lanes.

Give U-turn its own lane.

Maintaining 3 frontage lanes will

prevent traffic from slowing down. By

option, make the U-turn become an

auxiliary lane once it reaches the

frontage and make it a dedicated right

turn lane.

22

Give both onramps an auxiliary lane.

Add access to Airline Dr.

With the auxiliary lanes, traffic on the

Max lanes will continue moving with

minimal interruptions. Restore the

access to Airline Dr to create an

auxiliary lane to avoid merging the

onramp into the MaX lanes. The

Airline Dr access lane can be used to

reduce the amount of traffic on the

MaX lanes from having to exit and

weave across the freeway main lanes

to get into Airline Dr.

23

Give the onramp an auxiliary lane.

Maintain a minimum of 5 main lanes

between interchanges.

Lane balance will be maintained with

the removal of the merge and there will

be no heavy lane switching.

25

Give the onramp an auxiliary lane.

The auxiliary lane should connect to the

next exit in order to avoid a bottleneck

in the MaX lanes.

26

Maintain 3 consistent frontage lanes, if

possible.

With the frontage onramp access point

removed, there should be enough room

to keep 3 frontage lanes between both

intersections.

11

Within this line, the freeway is one lane under the capacity, contributing to flaws 25 and 27.

One lane is lost from an entrance merging into an exit lane just so that one lane is

regained before the Beltway 8 exit. This area of the freeway will be considered one long

bottleneck which will render the whole project segment a waste.

Add dedicated turn lanes.

This will prevent long lines at the

intersection.

15

Add a dedicated U-turn lane.

U-turn traffic will get it's own lane,

giving more room for left turning traffic.

20

Please note that any merge zone

coming from U-turns are not counted as

the U-turn should have a yield.

10 11

Segment 1

Segment 1

Make sure all MaX lane access zones are of at minimum 3500 feet long. Merging

into the freeway from the left side is more difficult, along with traffic on freeway left

lanes being faster, loss of speed may be necessary in order to compensate for

the added difficulty of entering into the freeway left lanes due to insufficiently long

merge zones. One only example of a MaX lane access zone bottleneck is located

on Katy Fwy inbound east of Dairy Ashford Rd, the auxiliary lane is only

approximately 2200 feet in length. Lengthening the auxiliary lane to 3500 feet will

give exiting traffic more time to plan the merge without losing speed, preventing a

traffic bottleneck.

The left lane ends.

U-turn merges.

Left side merges are

more difficult, traffic could

slow down at this

location.

26

Airline Dr
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Victor Giron 01/07/2019

W Tidwell Rd

Please note that any merge zone

coming from U-turns are not counted as

the U-turn should have a yield.

34

19

HF #4

Due to the lack of sufficiently wide shoulders on the MaX lanes, there is little room for error and in case someone needs to pull over, they won't be able to as the

shoulder is too narrow, possibly having to stop on the lane which creates a huge hazard. This has also sacrificed the necessary auxiliary lanes on both the main

lanes and MaX lanes, which will contribute to traffic backups at all locations containing onramps without auxiliary lanes.

Match Line B

12'12' 12' 12' 12'12'12'12'

12'

10'12'12'12'12'12'

12'12' 12' 12'

Present

proposed

design

Recommended

alternative

design

10' 10' 10'

10'10'

12' 12' 12'12' 12' 12'

12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12'

12' 12'

12' 12'12' 12' 12' 12' 12' 12'

12' 12'14'14' 14'

14' 14' 14'

4'4'

2'2'

The added

auxiliary lane.

The added

auxiliary lane.

The added

auxiliary lane.

The added

auxiliary lane.

Raise the MaX lanes to an elevated structure, possibly decorating the piers with

plants and other features, similar to Mexico City's Vertical Gardens.

19

Raising the MaX lanes into an elevated structure above the freeway median introduces more room for both MaX and main lanes to have their needed auxiliary

lanes, removing flaws 17, 18, and 20. The MaX lane access zones can now be moved northwards to go directly above I-610 allowing for a longer merge zone/

auxiliary lane as the elevated structure goes back to freeway level just south of I-610.

Within this line, the freeway is one lane under the capacity, contributing to flaws 2, 3, and

6.

With the southbound entrance from Beltway 8 just completely exiting after entering the

main lanes, an imbalance is introduced which renders the main lanes one lane under the

capacity starting at the exit (near match line C) all the way to the MaX lane access zone

(south of Parker Rd). The dedicated lane coming from the MaX lane offramp becomes the

5th main as it goes past the the onramp, ending the long bottleneck.

33

HF #14

33

HF #14

Total width may be

reduced by 3' on

each side.

Total width may be

reduced by 3' on

each side.

The MaX lanes are jammed in to the

freeway median causing the reduction

of shoulders for both MaX lanes and

main lanes. It has also sacrificed

several necessary auxiliary lanes for

segment 2, which fights against the

purpose of this project. Several

accidents may occur due to the

reduction of shoulders and lack of

auxiliary lanes.

Because past mistakes are being

repeated on this project segment

(and segment 1), the traffic problem

will also be repeated, rendering the

whole project segment another

waste of money, until it gets fixed.

The elevated structure separates the

MaX lanes from the main lanes, giving

more room for full 12' shoulders on

both sides of main lanes and 4' to 10'

shoulders for the MaX lanes. Enough

room will also be available to introduce

the necessary auxiliary lanes for all

the onramps. With the potential park

above the main lane tunnel, the piers

can be decorated with plants (shown

as a grid) similar to Mexico City's

Vertical Gardens as well as adding

light shows, improving the appearance

of the elevated structure.
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This alternative design may be more

expensive, but it will ensure that the

traffic problem will be no longer,

making the money spent on this

project worth it.

With the demolition of several businesses and buildings,
5-7 years of construction headaches, and the spending of several
billion Dollars, can't the freeway be at least well designed? These
design flaws currently on the present proposed configuration will
overall cancel out the whole purpose of this huge project, making
the project not worth the resources that will be put into it. Take a
look at US 290 (northbound between I-610 and Beltway 8) and
I-45 Gulf (both sides between Beltway 8 and Bay Area Blvd),
both of those freeways were well designed to which by the time
the final lane configuration was put into use, the daily traffic
backups were completely put to an end ever since. If we could
design this freeway well just like the ones mentioned, the
daily traffic backups can also completely be a thing of the
past for I-45. But with the current design flaws on this project,
I-45 may instead become an eternal distressway for decades to
come and a waste of money. The modification of the design for
this project may make it more expensive, but it will be money
put into good use. And yes, most other freeway expansions have
failed due to repeated mistakes in the design, but there is still one
last chance for the city of Houston to truly have the best
freeways in the US (if not the world), by completely getting rid
of those flaws, putting the traffic problem to an end. So
PLEASE, just design it correctly.

Extra right of way can be acquired on

the abandoned parking lot.

Assume the piers have a width of 23

feet, although actual piers will most

likely have a different width.

Segment border
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